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Abstract 

Demetrovics, J., L. Libkin and LB. Muchnik, Functional dependencies in relational databases: A lattice 

point of view, Discrete Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 1555185. 

A lattice theoretic approach is developed to study the properties of functional dependencies in relation- 

al databases. Particular attention is paid to the analysis of the semilattice of closed sets, the lattice of all 

closure operations on a given set and to a new characterization of normal form relation schemes. 

Relation schemes with restrictions on functional dependencies are also studied. 

1. Introduction 

The relational data model was defined by Codd [14] in 1970, and it is still one 

of the most powerful database models. In this model a relation is a matrix (table) 

every row of which corresponds to a record and every column to an attribute. This 
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model has been widely studied. One of the most important branches in the theory 

of relational databases is that dealing with the design of database schemes. This 

branch is based on the theory of dependencies and constraints. 

In this paper we study functional dependencies. Informally, functional depend- 

ency means that some attributes’ values can be reconstructed unambiguously by the 

others. A pair consisting of a set of attributes and a set of functional dependencies 

on it is called a relational database scheme, or relation scheme. 

The concept of functional dependency was introduced by Armstrong [2]. It was 

shown in [2] that the families of functional dependencies (or, equivalently, relation 

schemes) can be described by closure operations on the attributes’ set. This 

representation was successfully applied to find many properties of functional 

dependencies. 

There is another representation of relation schemes. In fact, the closed sets of a 

closure form a semilattice. Hence, the semilattices with greatest elements give an 

equivalent description of functional dependencies. Sometimes this representation is 

very useful, for instance, in order to construct a relation representing a given 

relation scheme (the so-called Armstrong relation). However the representation of 

relation schemes by semilattices is not developed well enough in contrast to that by 

closure operations. 

The main purpose of this paper is to develop a lattice point of view for the study 

of the relation schemes. The rest of the paper is organized in six parts. 

In the second section some necessary definitions and facts about relational 

databases and lattice theory are given. 

Section 3 deals with the semilattice of closed sets. It is shown how to construct 

the semilattice if a relation scheme is given. This construction is applied to find the 

lattice theoretic form of such concepts as cover, FD-implication, nonredundancy, 

etc. It is also used to estimate the number of nonequivalent relation schemes. 

It was proposed in [l l] to study the poset of all closures on an attributes’ set as 

a model of changing databases. In Section 4 we show that this poset is in fact a 

lattice (moreover, the lattice of subsemilattices of a semilattice). The properties of 

this lattice are used to establish new properties of relation schemes. For instance, 

it is shown how to implement the lattice operations for closures and how to con- 

struct arbitrary relation schemes from the simple ones. 

Section 5 deals with a lattice theoretic characterization of normal form relation 

schemes. In fact we characterize the semilattices of closed sets if a relation scheme 

is in the second, third or Boyce-Codd normal form [44]. This characterization has 

practical applications. It is well known that recognizing the third and Boyce-Codd 

normal forms are NP-complete problems for relation schemes [3,32]. More precise- 

ly, it is NP-complete to find out if a proper subset of an attributes’ set is in 

Boyce-Codd normal form. However, the new characterization being used, it is easy 

to construct algorithms recognizing these normal forms in polynomial time if we are 

given a relation instead of a relation scheme. Besides, we give a new characterization 

of relation schemes which are uniquely determined by their candidate keys. 
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In Section 6 we study the relation schemes with restrictions on functional 

dependencies. These restrictions are of two types: either the size of the left-hand 

sides of functional dependencies is limited or a relation scheme has to provide the 

closure to belong to a given class of closures. It is shown that relation schemes with 

restrictions have some nice properties. For instance, for some schemes it is easy to 

find a compact representation of closures or to construct an Armstrong relation 

with small number of tuples. Some problems which are generally NP-complete can 

be solved in polynomial time for special schemes. Sometimes the structure of can- 

didate keys can be described very clearly. Moreover, the database concepts being 

studied for known types of closures, we obtain some new results about these 

closures and related mathematical objects. 

In the last section we briefly recall the main results of the paper and outline some 

ideas of further development. 

The extended abstract of this paper was published in [19]. 

2. Basic definitions 

In this section we present briefly the main concepts of the relational design theory 

which will be needed in the sequel. The main concepts of a relation [14] and a func- 

tional dependency [2] are given. The other concepts and facts given in this section 

can be found in [3-5,19-22,25,43-47,50,51]. 

Let Q/ be a finite set of attributes (e.g. name, age). The elements of G’/ will be 

denoted by a, 6, c, . . . , x,y,z or, if an ordering on % is needed, by al, . . . , a,,. A map 

dom associates with each a E 4Y its domain dam(a). A relation R over %! is a subset 

of the Cartesian product naEA dam(a). 

We can think of a relation R over %‘/ as being a set of tuples: R = {Al, . . . , h,}, 

hi: “21-tavQdom(a), h;(a)Edom(a), i=l,...,m. 

A functional dependency (FD for short) is an expression of the form X-t Y, 

whereX,Y~~.WesaythatFDX~YholdsforarelationR={h,,...,h,}(orR 

obeys X-t Y) if hi(Q) = hj(a) for all a E X implies hi(a) = hj(a) for all u E Y, 

tlhi, hj~ R, iZj. 
Let FR be a family of all FDs that hold for R. 

Then F= FR satisfies 

(Fl) X+XeF; 

(F2) (X-t YEF, Y-+ZEF)~(X+ZEF); 

(F3) (X+ YEF, Xc V-, WC Y) a (V-+ WEF); 

(F4) (X-t YEF, V+ WEF) - (XU V-+ YU WEF). 

A family of FDs satisfying (Fl)-(F4) is called a full family. FR is a full family 

and for every full family F there is a relation R with F= FR. 

Given a family F of FDs, there is a unique minimal full family F+ that contains F. 
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In fact, F+ consists of all FDs that can be derived from FDs of F by using 

(Fl) - (F4). 

A family G of FDs is called a cover of F if G+ = F’. 
A pair (4Y,F) consisting of an attributes’ set %! and a family F of FDs on % is 

called a relation scheme. A relation R over % is called an instance of ( %, F) if R 
obeys F and does not obey any FD not from F+. Clearly, R is an instance of 

( %, F) iff it is an instance of (%, G) for G a cover of F. 
Further we will not distinguish an element a E GY and the one-element set (a}. We 

will write simply a instead of {a}. 
Let F be a family of FDs. Define the mapping C,: P( %?/) + P( %!), where P( 9d) 

is the set of all subsets of %, as follows: 

C,(X)={aEXIX+aEF+}, Xc 62~. 

C, thus constructed satisfies the properties: 

(Cl) xc C,(X); 

(C2) xc Y=, C,(X) c C,(Y); 

(C3) C,(C,(X)) = C,(X); 
i.e., C, is a closure operation on % (or simply closure for short). Conversely, given 

a closure C on %, there is a family F of FDs with C= C,. Clearly, C,= Cd iff G 

is a cover of F. 
Define S,= {Xc %!V 1 C&X)=X}. S, satisfies the properties: 

(Sl) 021ESp; 

(S2) x, YEAs~*xn YES,, 

i.e., S, is a meet-semilattice (SL for short) with the greatest element. Conversely, 

if S satisfies (Sl)-(S2), there is F such that S = SF. 

An element XE S, is called (meet)-irreducible if X= Y fl Z, and Y, Z E S, imply 

Y=X or Z=X. 

The set of all irreducible elements is denoted by M(SF). Every element of S, is 

an intersection of elements from M(S,). 

Thus, closures and SLs satisfying (Sl) are the models of full families of FDs, that 

is, of families of FDs holding for relations over %. 

Let C be a closure on %!. A subset X r % is called closed if C(X) =X. The family 

of closed sets is denoted SC. If S is an SL containing a, define 

C,(X)=n (YIXc Y, YES). Then C + SC and S+ Cs are mutually inverse one- 

to-one correspondences between closures on %! and SLs containing a. 

If we are given a relation scheme ( W,F) (or, equivalently, if we are given a 

closure or an SL), a set Kc 62 is called a key if K-t %YE F+ (C,(K) = a). Minimal 

keys are called candidate keys. The candidate keys of a relation R are the candidate 

keys of (a, FR). 
The candidate keys obviously form an antichain. Conversely, given an antichain 

of subsets of %, there is a relation scheme (and, of course, a relation) whose can- 

didate keys are exactly the elements of this antichain. 

A maximal nonkey is called an antikey. The maximal elements of an SL 
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S, - { %!] are called its coatoms. The antikeys of ( %,F’> are exactly the coatoms 

of s,. 

An attribute a E 4~ is prime if for some candidate key K of ( 4?~, F) one has a E K, 
and nonprime otherwise. The sets of prime and nonprime attributes are denoted by 

eP and %,, respectively ( 4VP(F) and en(F) if F is not understood). The following 

holds: en(F) is the intersection of all antikeys. 

A relation scheme (a, F) is in 

(1) second normal form (2NF for short) if for every candidate key K and 

aE 4V,,, K’+aEFf for no proper subset K’cK; 
(2) third normal form (3NF for short) if X -+ a E F’, a E a,, , a $ X imply that X 

is a key; 

(3) Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF for short) if X + a E F+, a $ X imply that 

X is a key. 

Now recall some basic facts about lattices and SLs. An SL is an algebra (S, . > 
with one binary idempotent commutative associative operation. A partial order on 

S is defined as follows: x>y iff x. y =y. S’c S is called a subsemilattice (SSL for 

short) of S if S’ is closed under . . A finite SL is free if it is isomorphic to 

(P( %) - { sl}, fl > for some 4?/. 

An algebra (.L??,v,A> with two semilattice operations V and A satisfying 

xV(xAy) =x, xA(xVy) =x is called a lattice. V and A sometimes are called supremum 

and infimum. A partial order on g is defined as follows: XI y ($ xVy = y H xAy = x. 

The lattices are isomorphic as algebras iff they are isomorphic as posets. 

A lattice is called distributive iff xV( yA2) = (xVy)A(xVz) for all x, y, z E 9. Only 

finite distributive lattices can be represented as sublattices of (P( %), U , fl >, where 

4?/ is finite. 

An element x E 97 is said to be join- (meet-) irreducible if x = yvz (x = yAz) implies 

x = y or x = z. The sets of join- (meet-) irreducible elements are denoted by J(g) and 

M(9). 
The last concept to be used is that of an interval. If X, YG 4!~ and Xc Y, then 

[X,Y]={Zc_%IXcZandZcY). 

Finally, recall the main abbreviations. FD stands for functional dependency, SL 

for semilattice, SSL for subsemilattice, 2NF, 3NF, BCNF for the second, third and 

Boyce-Codd normal forms respectively. Remind also that all the sets are finite 

throughout the paper. 

3. The semilattice of closed sets 

In this section we find the formula that gives us an immediate representation of 

the SL of closed sets by FDs. As it was mentioned in the previous section, closure 

operators and SLs give the equivalent descriptions of the families of FDs. If we 

are given a family of FDs, the closure operator corresponding to this family can 

be constructed. That is, given a family of FDs and a set Xc 4V, we can find 
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the closure of X(note that it can be done in polynomial time [3]). On the other hand, 

to find the SL of closed sets we must check all the sets in order to find out if they 

are closed or not. Thus the closure is used as an intermediate step to construct SL. 

In order to avoid this step we find the direct representation of SL by FDs. 

This representation will show us that the use of lattice theoretic concepts is not 

poorer than that of closure operators in order to describe FDs on a given set of at- 

tributes. For instance, we will give the structural representation of the FD implica- 

tion and some problems related to covers of FDs. It also will be shown how to find 

a relation representing given SL. 

Making use of the semilattice terminology also allows us to transfer some results 

of lattice theory to relational databases. E.g., some algebras have been studied 9r-i 

the set of SSLs of an SL, cf. [41,49]. The results obtained in these works will be 

applied in the next section. The other idea is to consider some known classes of lat- 

tices and SLs in order to study special families of FDs. A part of this program of 

research will be carried out in Section 6. 

Now we are ready to formulate the main result of this section. 

Theorem 3.1. Let F be a family of FDs on %! and S, the SL of closed subsets of 
a. Then 

S,=P(%)- U [X,%2-al. 
X+ YEF 
(IE Y-X 

(3.1) 

Proof. First prove that 

(3.2) 

Denote U ([X,%-a] IX-+ YEF, aEY-X) by DF. Let ZED~+. Then 

ZE[X,%-a]forX+a~F+andZ+a~F+,i.e.,Z@S~. IfZ$SF, thereisanon- 

trivial FD Z+ a E F+ and ZE [Z, %-a] c DF+. This proves (3.2). 

NOW we must prove DF= DF+. Because of FL F+, DF c DF+ is obvious. In order 

to prove DF+ c DF we must show that for F, obtained from F by a single FD being 

derived according to one of the rules (Fl)-(F4) it holds: DFl c DF. Let X-+ Y be 

this single FD and a E Y-X. If it is obtained by (Fl), the inclusion is evident. Sup- 

pose it is obtained by (F2). Then for a set Z we have X+ ZEF and Z+ YEF. If 

aeZ then [X, @-a] cDF. If a@ Z, suppose VE [X, a- a]. Suppose there is 

beZ- V. Then Ve[X, Q-b]cDF. If ZC V, then VE [Z, %-a] c DF. Hence in 

all the cases VEDF, and [X, %-a] c DF. 
Let X+ Y be obtained by (F3), i.e., V + WEFand VcX, Yc W. Thenae W- V 

and [X, %-a] c [V, %-a] cDF. 
Finally, if X+ Y is obtained by (F4), i.e., X=X, UX,, Y= Y, U Y,, Xi+ ~EF, 

i= 1,2, suppose aE Yl. Then [X, @-aa] C_ [X,, %-a] c_DF. 
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Hence Dfi c DF and since (Fl)-(F4) is a sound and complete system for FD im- 

plication, DF+ c DF. This inclusion together with (3.2) proves (3.1). 0 

Remark. Formula (3.1) is the special case of the interval representation of SSLs of 

distributive SLs which was established first for Boolean in [36] and afterwards for 

arbitrary distributive SLs in [40,41]. 

Now we are going to give the structural representation of such concepts as cover, 

FD implication, etc. 

Corollary 3.2. Let Fund G be two families of FDs on a. Then F is a cover of G iff 

x qErK @-al= U 1-K *--I. (3.3) 
x+ YEG 

l?E Y-X llE Y-X 

Remind that a family of FDs is called open [26] if every FD has a one-element 

right-hand side. A family F of FDs is called nonredundant [26,44] if for any FD f E F 
one has fe(F-f)+. 

Corollary 3.3. An open family F of FDs is nonredundant iff 

IX, a--1sC y+vtF [Y, 021-b] VX+aEF. 

Y+b#X+a 

(3.4) 

A single FD f is implied by a family of FDs F(FEf) if f EF+ (cf. [26,44,47,51]). 

Corollary 3.4. Fi=X-+ Y holds iff 

z uw,,. 1-T *- 61. (3.5) 

Notice that (3.3) is a weak form of (3.5). Formula (3.3) gives rise to an algorithm 

for checking if two SLs are identical or not. In fact, it was proved in [36,41] that 

each SL of sets can be represented as 

S=P(@)-U [X,%-a] 

for some collection of pairs (X,a). Then, given two SLs, construct two families of 

FDs consisting of FDs X-ra for representing collections of pairs. Then the SLs 

coincide iff one family of FDs is a cover of the other according to (3.3). Note also 

that, given two families F, and F,, we can find out if F,’ = Fz’ in polynomial time 

in size of Fl U F2 [3]. 

The two following corollaries may be valuable for practical purposes because they 

both establish concrete covers for full families of FDs. 

Recall that an FD X-t a is called primitive and maximal (cf. [5]) for a full family 

F’ if X-+aEF+, a@X and for each proper subset X’cX we have X’-+aeF+. 
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Corollary 3.5. For a full family F’ the subfamily of primitive maximal FDs is a 
cover of F’. 

The proof follows immediately from (3.1). 

In [l l] it was proposed to describe a family F of FDs by a collection of sets 

{Hj 1 Jo J} such that S,U {Hj} is again a SL for all je J and no other set 

HE P( %Y) - S, satisfies this condition. It was proved that {Hj 1 je J> unam- 

biguously determines the closure and the SL. Now we show how to construct the 

interval representation of an SL by using the family of Hj’S. 

Proposition 3.6. Let F be a family of FDs. Suppose { Hj 1 j E J} is constructed as 
above. Then 

SF=P(%)-U ([Hj, %-a] I~EJ, aECF(Hj)-Hj). (3.6) 

Proof. Let XE [Hj, 021-a] for je J, aE C,(Hj) - Hj. Then aE C,(X) -X and 

X@SF. Conversely, if X belongs to the right-hand side of (3.6), suppose Xr$S,. 

According to [ 11, Theorem l] for some j E J: Hj c X and CF(Hj) gX, i.e., there is 

a E CF(Hj) - Hj such that XE [Hj, 4Y - a]. The proposition is proved. 0 

The sets Hj , j E J, were called quasiclosed in [52]. A quasiclosed set Hi is called 

pseudoclosed if there is no HiCHj with CF(Hi) = CF(Hj). 
It follows immediately from (3.1) and (3.6) that 

Corollary 3.7. Let F be a family of FDs and {Hi 1 je J’} the family of pseudo- 
closed sets. Then { Hj j C,(Hj) 1 j E J’} is a cover of F. 

In fact, the cover constructed above is a minimum one [52]. 

In the first part of the section we have shown that the lattice theoretic language 

is equivalent to that of closures in order to describe FDs, and that it is rather clear. 

Moreover, the use of SLs allows us to construct a relation over % representing a 

given family F of FDs (the so-called Armstrong relation for F [4,27,45]). 

Armstrong relations are very useful for practical purposes as they reveal con- 

cealed (to database designer) FDs. Now we remind the main idea of construction 

of Armstrong relations because it will be used later. 

Let M(S,) be the set of irreducible elements of S,. (It was called GEN(F) in [4] .) 

In [46] M(SF) was represented as a collection of so-called MAX-sets, which ex- 

press, in fact, the concept of copoint (cf. [25]) for FD terminology. 

The earliest example of an Armstrong relation for F was found in [ 161 and it con- 

tained 2. 1M(S,)l tuples. Afterwards, the lower and upper bounds for the size of 

the Armstrong relation were found in [4] as [(l + 1/l + 8 lM(S,)1)/21 and IM(S,)l, 

where [xl stands for the greatest integer less than x. These bounds show that the 
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number of tuples of an Armstrong relation representing F is polynomial in 1 %I iff 

so is lM(S,)l . 
Mannila and Raiha [45] presented an algorithm to construct an Armstrong rela- 

tion. Suppose IA4(S,)l = {X,, . . . ,Xk}, where X,= 021. With each Xi associate the 
tuple hi 

c 

0, QEXi, 
hi(a)= i 

3 aeXi. 

Then R={h,,..., hk} is an Armstrong relation for F. Notice that in general the 

size of R is exponential because so is the size of M(S,). An example of exponential 

M(S,) was given in [4] and the upper bound was established in [34]: 

I~(&->I 5 rn;2, u+ o(1)). 
( > 

We finish this section by the calculation of a lower bound for the number of full 

families of FDs on an n-element set which do not contain FDs of type 0 + X, Xf 0. 

Denote the number of such families by a(n). Clearly, a(n) is the number of SLs on 

%Y, I 421 = n, containing (O}. 

The following was proved in [12]: a(n)?2(rG21). 

Consider ( :)={XG %Y 1 1x1 =k} and the SLs s~=P(&)-~ ([X, Q-a] 1 CZE G?L, 

X-K((~N~. 
Clearly, S, is an SL and &‘r #JQz implies S,, #SdZ. 

Let Ss=P(%)-U {[X,%-u] ]XE~G(~;“)}. 

Then S‘J is an SL and for each QE %, ._PJ, #&z implies Ss, zS$~. The above 

constructions immediately lead us to 

Proposition 3.8. For each n 13 

n-1 n-2 
a(n)? C 2@‘k)+ n C 2(+‘)‘k). 

k=l k=l 

This lower bound is more precise than one given in [12]. However, it is still 

unknown if log2 a(n) - ( r,&, ). 

4. The lattice of subsemilattices as a model of changing databases 

Usually databases are constantly changing during their lives. For instance, each 

update such as insertion, deletion, etc. leads to a new state of a database, and, of 

course, to a new family of FDs. Thus, it is quite natural to describe how the families 

of FDs can change. First efforts have been carried out in this direction in the 

paper [l 11, where the partially ordered set (poset for short) of all closure operators 

on a fixed set was studied in some detail. In this section we continue the study of 
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this model of changing databases which is based on the fact that the poset of 

closures is a lattice isomorphic to the lattice of SSLs of a free SL. 

Before giving the formal results we are going to set forth some arguments why 

the study of this model seems to be useful for database design theory. There are 

many algorithms related to database design theory which cannot be solved in 

polynomial time, for instance, testing third and Boyce-Codd normal forms [3,32], 

prime attribute and key cardinality problems [20,23,43], a problem of G. Gottlob 

(that is, given a relation scheme (@,F) and a relation over a, decide whether 

FR c Ff [27]) and others. However, as it will be shown in Section 6, some of these 

problems can be solved in polynomial time if a scheme satisfies some additional 

properties (e.g. if all FDs are unary, testing normal forms can be done in polynomial 

time in 1 @I, see [46]). Some additional conditions being added, the corresponding 

closures and SLs have to belong to some special classes. Thus, if polynomiality of 

some algorithms is needed, we can propose to a database designer to choose families 

of FDs corresponding to a given class. Moreover, if it is not possible, we can ap- 

proximate a given scheme in some of “good” classes (for normal forms it has been 

done in [ 181). However, in order to solve these problems we must know the structure 

of the set of all schemes (closures, SLs). 

To give another reason, notice that in database theory the mathematical concepts 

are used in order to describe some database problems. Here we propose another 

approach. The poset of closures being a well-studied algebraic object, we can 

interpret its properties in the context of database problems and get some new prop- 

erties and concepts related to FDs in relational databases. 

To begin with, we establish an algebraic characterization of the poset of closures 

(schemes, SLs). Let j %! =n. Suppose Cr, C, are two closures on a. According to 

[ll], introduce the partial order on the set of all closures on W as follows: 

C,rCz (1 vxc a: C,(X) c C,(X). 

There are two equivalent descriptions of this order. 

(4.1) 

Lemma 4.1 [l l]. C1 1 C, iff S, C SC,. 

Lemma 4.2 [19]. C, I C2 iff Cl 0 C2 = C,. 

Denote the poset of closures on % by Cl,. Consider the SL <P(a) - { a}, fI ). 

According to [19,28] it is isomorphic to the free SL with n generators denoted by 

F(n), and the mapping X-z;, . ..z.,, where e-.X= (a;,, . . . . aik} and zlr . . . ,z,, are 

the generators of F(n), is the isomorphism. 

Let S be an arbitrary finite SL. Then the set Sub S of SSLs of S is a lattice in 

which the inf and sup operations can be expressed as follows (cf. [41,49]): 

S,AS, = sr n s,, (4.2) 

S,VS,=S,uS,U{s,.s,Is,ES1, S*E&}. (4.3) 
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Now we are ready to formulate the characterization theorem. 

Theorem 4.3. The poset Cl,, of closures on 4% is a lattice isomorphic to Sub F(n). 

Proof. According to the above remark, we have to prove that Cl, is isomorphic to 

Sub(P( a) - { a}, fl >. Consider the mapping v, : Cl, + Sub(P( 021) - { %}, n >: 

v(C) = SC- { %}. According to Lemma 4.1, Cr I Cl iff &C,) c q(C,). Moreover, a, 

is one-to-one because so is C + S, and each Sc contains { a}. Hence, cp is an order 

isomorphism and a lattice isomorphism. 0 

We are going now to calculate the operations A and v for Cl, and also to find 

join- and meet-irreducible elements. 

Let C,,C$EC~,. Let G(X) = C,(X)U C,(X), C:,(X) = C,,(C,,(X)), . . . , 
Cf2+ ’ (X) = Cr,(C:,(X)) for all XC_ %. 

Proposition 4.4. For every Xc %?/ the following hold: 

C,VC,w=C,wn C,(X); 

C,/\&(X) = c;l,- IX’(X). 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Proof. Let S = S,,VS, . According to Theorem 4.3, C,vC2 = C, and (4.5) follows 

immediately from (4.3). 

Let S = Sc,AS, = SC, fl S, by (4.2). Then according to Theorem 4.3, 

C,AC,=C,, i.e., 

C,AC,(X)=n (YlXc Y, YE&.,, YE&$. (4.7) 

Let Zc C,AC2(X). Since C,AC,(X) E Sc, (see (4.7)), C,(Z) c C,(C,/\C,(X)) = 

CrAC,(X). Analogously C,(Z) c C,AC,(X). Hence Cl2 C CrAC$(X). Because of 

Xc CrAC,(X) we have C:,(X) c C,AC,(X) for all k. 

Because of the finiteness of a, C F2+r(X) = C:,(X) for some kl n - 1x1. Then 

C:,(X) G C,AC2(X) and simultaneously C,(C:,(X)) U C,(C:,(X))= C:,(X), i.e., 

CL(X) E SC, 0 s, . This means C:, (X) = Cr AC2 (X). Since CT”,(X) = I$, (X) for 

mrk and ksn- 1x1, (4.6) is proved. q 

Corollary 4.5. C,vC, = C, n C,; CrAC2 = Cy,. 

Before finding irreducible elements, let us give the interpretation of formulas (4.5) 

and (4.6). Formula (4.5) states that if we are given two families F, and F2 of FDs 

there exists a unique maximal full family of FDs that is contained in both F: and 

F;; in fact, F: fl Fl. 
Moreover, there exists a unique minimal full family that contains both F,+ and 

F;; in fact, (Fl U F2)+ and the closure corresponding to this family can be 

calculated by (4.6). 
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However, we can find a better formula for CiVC, if the families F, and F2 of 
FDs are used to represent the closures. In fact, we find a cover of (F, U F,)+ if F, 
and F2 are given. 

Remind that sometimes a family F is treated as a binary relation on P(a): 
(X, Y) E F iff X-t YE F, cf. [51]. Suppose without loss of generality that F is sup- 
plemented by all the pairs (X,X), XC a, i.e., F is reflexive. 

Proposition 4.6. Let C, = C,,, C, = C,, and the binary relations F, and F2 are 
reflexive. Let F= F, o F2 be the superposition of binary relations Fl and F2. Then 
C,/\C,=C,, i.e., F is a cover of (Fl U F2)+. 

Proof. According to Theorem 3.1, 

Si=S,=S,=P(%)- U [X,%-a], i=l,2. 
x+ YEF, 
LIE Y-X 

The family F of FDs contains such FDs X + Y that for some ZG @ we 
have X-+ ZE F, and Z -+ YE F2. Because of reflexivity, Fl U F2 C_ F. It shows 
SFCSiflS,. 

Suppose I’$ S,. Then for some X + YEFand aE Y-Xwe have VE[X, %-a]. 
If X+ YEF; then I’$$, i= 1,2. If X-, Y$&, i= 1,2, then for some Z we have 
X-+ZEF, and Z+ YEF,. If aeZ then VE[X, %-a] GP(%!)-S~. If a$Z, there 
are two cases. Either k’s Z and VE [Z, %! - a] G P( %) - S2, or there is b E Z - V, 
and then bgZ-X, i.e., VE [X, % - b] c P(W) - S1. Hence, VE (P( %I) -S,) U 
(P( %) - S,) and S, il S, G S,. S, fl S, = S, having been proved, C,AC, = C, is valid 
by (4.3) and (4.7). 0 

Thus, in order to find C,AC, (or (Fl U F2)+) we must find the superposition 
F, o F2. Notice that though the superposition is not commutative, both F, 0 F2 and 
F20 F, are covers of (Fl U F,)+. 

Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 show the importance of finding irreducible elements. 
If F,,..., FP represent the join-irreducible elements of Cl, (i.e., {C,,, . . . , CF,} = 
J(C1,)) then each full family of FDs can be represented as ~ierrll,,,.,,l <!. 

If F,, . . . . F, represent the meet-irreducible elements of Cl, (i.e., {C,, . . . , CF,} = 
M(C1,)) and each Fi contains all FDs X+X, then each full family has a cover 
which is the superposition of some Fi’s, i.e., for every full family F there is FO such 
that 

FO= oieIc_{l,...,r} Fi and Fl =F. 

Let X be a subset of %!. Define Cx as follows: 

Cx(Y) = (1 x, YGX, 
a, Y$-LX. 

(4.8) 
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Let Xc % and UE %V. Define Cg as follows: 

YUa, if YE[X, Q---a], 

, otherwise. 
(4.9) 

(If a E X, [X, a- a] is empty.) 

Proposition 4.1. The join-irreducible elements of Cl,, are exactly the closures Cx 
(4.8) and the meet-irreducible elements are exactly the closures Cg (4.9). 

Proof. Clearly, S, = {X, &} and Sc1; = P( %!) - [X, a-- a]. Hence, for isomor- 

phism v, from the proof of Theorem 4.1 we have p(C,) = {X} and &Cg) = 

P(%)-([X,%-Q]U{%!}). s ince the single elements are exactly the join- 

irreducible elements of Sub(P(&) - {a}, (7 ) and the SLs of type P(du) - 

({@I U ]X @--I) are exactly the meet-irreducible elements of 

Sub(P( a) - { %I>, rl > (see [40,41]), the corresponding closures are join- and meet- 

irreducible elements of Cl,,. q 

We do not study in detail the lattice theoretic properties of Cl, here. Some of 

them are common properties of the lattices of SSLs and can be found in [41]. Other 

properties are the properties of so-called meet-distributive lattices and can be found 

in [24]. Here we only recall some properties given in [19]. 

The dual lattice Cl,* is semimodular. Hence, Cl, has a rank function and 

r(C) = JS,J - 1 (cf. [ll]). This rank function satisfies inequalities r(C,) + r(C,) % 

r(C,vC,) + r(C,nC,)lr(C,) + r(C2) + (r(C,) - r(CIAC2))(r(C2) - r(CIAC2)). Also, 

r(C) is the number of join-irreducible elements under C. Every semimodular sublat- 

tice of Cl, is distributive. If an ideal of Cl, is a distributive sublattice of Cl,, then 

it is Boolean. 

Finishing this section, we characterize the subsets of Cl, corresponding to the 

following restriction 

FL F’, (4.10) 

where F is a fixed family of FDs. Let Cl,(F) = {C,, 1 FL F’}. Suppose C= CF. 

Then C,,lC. Conversely, if C’sC, then {X-t Y 1 Yc C’(X)} contains F and 

C’E Cl,,(F). Hence, Cl,(F) = {C’ ( C’s C}, i.e., Cl,,(F) is the principal ideal (C] in 

Cl,. 

Proposition 4.8. Let F be a family of FDs. Then Cl,,(F) is a lattice isomorphic to 
Sub&- ( a}, fl >. Moreover, for an arbitrary finite SL S there is a number n, an 
n-element set ‘$2 and a family F of FDs on 91 such that Cl,,(F) is isomorphic to 
Sub S. 

Proof. The first part follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 4.1. To prove 
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the second part, consider an arbitrary finite SL S. Suppose without loss of gener- 

ality that S is meet-SL (because Sub S= Sub S*). Then S can be embedded in 

(P(e)-{a}, n> [1,28]. Suppose F={X+ Y/ YcC~~(~~(X)}. Then S,= 

S U { %!} and Cl,(F)= Sub S. The proposition is proved. I? 

Remark. The direct product decompositions of the lattices Cl,(F) were completely 

characterized in [19]. In particular, the lattices Cl, are directly indecomposable. 

5. A lattice theoretic characterization of normal form relation schemes 

In this section we study the properties of an SL S, if a relation scheme (%,FF) 

is in second, third or Boyce-Codd normal form. The subsets of Cl, corresponding 

to these normal forms will be investigated in the next section. 

The main idea of normalization was proposed by Codd. That is, construct the 

relations with “good” families of FDs if we are given a relation R over $Z such that 

R is a join of “good” relations which are in fact projections onto some attributes’ 

sets, see 1441. Here we study only the most widely used second, third and 

Boyce-Codd normal forms (2NF, 3NF and BCNF in the sequel) which were in- 

troduced in the early 70s. Afterwards these normal forms have been studied both 

theoretically and practically (cf. [3,4,13,32,44-471). 

There are some stimuli to study the lattice properties of normal forms. First, 

presenting a lattice theoretic characterization of S, if F is in 2NF, 3NF or BCNF, 

we continue the line of research that has been proposed in Section 3. That is, for- 

mulate the main results about FDs using semilattice terminology. In Section 3 we 

generally described S, and studied covers, FD implication and some related prob- 

lems. Here we use the semilattice representation in order to give a new characteriza- 

tion of normal form relation schemes. 

The other result is more close to practical purposes and has to do with the prob- 

lem of complexity. It was proved that the problems 3NFTEST of testing third nor- 

mal form and BCNFTEST of testing if a proper subset XC 4% is in Boyce-Codd 

normal form are NP-complete [3,32]. One related problem is NP-complete too. It 

is the prime attribute problem, i.e., given an attribute a~ %, decide whether a is 

prime or not (recall that a is prime if it belongs to a candidate key) [44]. Using the 

representation of the SL of closed sets through an equality set of a relation [22,23], 

Demetrovics and Thi proved that the prime attribute problem can be solved in 

polynomial time if we are given a relation instead of a relation scheme [20,23]. Here 

we prove the analogous result for normal forms. That is, 3NFTEST and 

BCNFTEST can be done in polynomial time if we are given a relation over %. The 

lattice characterization of normal forms plays an essential role in the construction 

of these polynomial algorithms. 

We use the lattice characterization in order to give a new solution of the problem 

whether the candidate keys determine the closure uniquely [ll]. Also, we show that the 
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problem of Gottlob [27] (to find out if a relation R is an Armstrong relation of F, i.e., 

FR = F’) can be solved in polynomial time if a scheme is known to be in BCNF and 

the number of candidate keys or tuples of a relation is bounded by a constant. Note 

that for arbitrary schemes it is unknown if this problem has polynomial complexity. 

Now we are going to give a characterization of normal forms. To do this, we need 

one definition. A set XE S, is called prime if X= C,(Y) where Y is a subset of a 

candidate key. 

Recall that the sets %!JF) of prime attributes and an(F) of nonprime ones 

can be obtained as follows: “21,(F) is the intersection of all coatoms of S,, 

QJF) = a-- an(F) [20,23]. 

Theorem 5.1. Let ( %!, F) be a relation scheme. Then ( 021, F) is in (1) 2NF, (2) 3NF, 
(3) BCNF iff 

(1) for every prime XES,, X# 49: [Xn &JF),X] c SF; 
(2) for every XES,, X# %: [Xn 4VP(F),X] c S,; 
(3) for every XES,, Xf 4?l: [0,X] c SF. 

Proof. (1) Let [xn 4Yp, x] C SF for all prime XE S,, Xf 4% (we will write aP in- 

stead of %JF) if F is understood). Suppose (%,F) is not in 2NF, i.e., 

K’+ a E F’, where K’c K, K is a candidate key and a E an. Let X= C&K’). Clear- 

ly, X is prime and X# Q. Since aeX and a@K’, X-a+aEF’ and X-a@S,. 
Simultaneously X-a E [xn %Yp, X] c SF, a contradiction. Hence, (4&F) is in 

2NF. 

Suppose ( a, F) is in 2NF and X= C,(Y) is prime, YC K, K is a candidate key, 

Xf a. Let a E en. Then a $ Y. If X - a -+ a E F+ then Y + a E F+, a contradiction. 

Hence X-a E S,. Since S, is an SL, [X- an, X] = [Xfl $VP, X] c S,. (1) is proved. 

(2) Let (%,F) be in 3NF, XES,, X# 021, aE %Zfi. Suppose X-a@S,. Since 

XES,, C,(X-a)=Xand X-a+aEF+. Hence, X + % E F+ and X= C,(X) = %, 

a contradiction. It shows X-a E S, and therefore [X- Qn, X] = [Xfl aP, X] G S,. 

Conversely, let [Xn &,_,,X] cS, for all XES,, Xf %. Let X--+aeF+, aE en, 
a B X. We must prove C,(X) = 4?J. Suppose C,(X) = Y# %. We have Xc Y-a 5 Y 
and C&Y-a) = Y. But Yfl 4VP c Y-a~ Y and Y-aeSF, a contradiction. Hence 

Y= %?/ and ( Q, F) is in 3NF. 

(3) Let (4?& F) be in BCNF. Suppose XES,, X# %, aeX. If X-a@SF then 

X-a-+aEF’ and X-a+ %EF’, i.e., X= C,(X) = a%. Therefore, X- aE SF for 

all a E X and [0,X] c S, because S, is an SL. 

Conversely, let [0,X] G S, for all XE S,, Xf G. Suppose X+ a E F+, a $ X. If 

C,(X) = Yf %, then XE [0, Y] c S, and a E X, a contradiction. Hence Y= Q and 

X4 Q/E Ft. Thus, (%!, F) is in BCNF. The theorem is completely proved. 0 

The result about BCNF can be expressed in a more clear form. 

Corollary 5.2. Let ( %, F) be a relation scheme and X,, . . . ,X, its antikeys. Then 
(%,F) isin BCNFiff SF=Uf=, [O,X;lU{@}. 
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Of course, this corollary is equivalent to the following one. 

Corollary 5.3 [5]. Let ( %, F) be a relation scheme and K,, . . . , K, its candidate 
keys. Then ( %, F) is in BCNF iff P( %) - SF= UT=, [Ki, Q?J] - { @}. 

It is well known that the problems 3NFTEST and BCNFTEST are NP-complete 

if we are given a relation scheme [3,32]. Now we are going to prove that these prob- 

lems can be solved in polynomial time if we are given a relation instead of a relation 

scheme. 

Algorithm 5.4. 
Input: a relation R={h,,...,h,} over %21; 

Output: 3NF(R) E (0, l}. 

Step 1. Construct the equality set ER = {hti 1 1 pi <jl m}, h, = {a E 42 1 hi(a) = 

hi(a)>. 
Step 2. Find Ei as the family of maximal elements of ER - { a}. 
Step 3. Find 6Z$=%Y-n (xIxeE,+). 
Step 4. Put 

1 

1, if for all XEE,, a@ $YP, aeX 

3NF(R) = we have C,(X- a) =X-a; 

0, otherwise. 

Step 5. Stop. 

It is almost obvious that this algorithm requires time 0(m4n2). According to 

[21,22], M(SR) G ER U { %I> c SR and Ei is the set of antikeys of R, and 4?Lp= 

Gyp(R) by [20,23]. Hence, 3NF(R) = 1 iff R is in 3NF according to Theorem 5.1(2). 

Thus, we have 

Theorem 5.5. There exists an algorithm that, given a relation R over %, decides if 
R is in 3NF or not in polynomial time in the number of attributes and tuples of R. 

Consider the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 5.6. 
Input: a relation R={h,,..., h,} over %; a proper subset XC %; 

Output: BCNF(R, X) E (0, 1). 

Step 1. Find the projection R’ of R onto X. 

Step 2. Construct the equality set E,,={hbl lsi<jrn}, h;={aEXI hi(a)= 

hj(a)>. 
Step 3. Find ER+’ as the family of maximal elements of ER, - {X}. 
Step 4. 
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1, if for every YEE&, and a~ Y 

BCNF(R, X) = we have CR(Y-a)= Y-a; 

0, otherwise. 

Step 5. Stop. 

Again, this algorithm requires time O(m4n2). It follows immediately from Cor- 

ollary 5.2 that BCNF(R) = 1 iff R is in BCNF. Therefore, we have 

Theorem 5.7. There is an algorithm that, given a relation R over %!L and XC +!L, 
decides if the projection R 1 x is in BCNF in polynomial time in the number of at- 
tributes and tuples of R. 

In the rest of this section we give two applications of the characterization of 

BCNF. 

It was proved in [15] that the family of candidate keys of a relation (scheme) is 

an antichain (sometimes it is called a Sperner famify), and for every antichain there 

exists a scheme the candidate keys of which are exactly the elements of this an- 

tichain. The following problem was formulated in [l 11: find a condition which 

guarantees that the antichain of candidate keys uniquely determines the scheme. In 

other words, when does a family of candidate keys determine a closure (or SL) 

uniquely? In this case we say that a family of candidate keys satisfies the uniqueness 
condition. We also say that a scheme satisfies the uniqueness condition if its can- 

didate keys satisfy one. That means, a scheme can be unambiguously reconstructed 

by its keys. 

Theorem 5.8. A scheme ( ‘43, F) satisfies the uniqueness condition iff it is in BCNF 
andfor every XES,, Xf 42 and aeX there is b$Xsuch that (X-a)UbESF. 

Proof. According to [l 11, ( %?L, F) satisfies the uniqueness condition iff for every X 

lying under an antikey, X is an intersection of antikeys. 

In this case (%, F) is in BCNF by Corollary 5.2. Let XE S,, X$ a. Then X-a 

is an intersection of antikeys and since ( 43, F) is in BCNF we have (X-a) U b E S, 
for some b@X. 

Conversely, let (%, F) satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Suppose X is an 

antikeyandaEX.Then(X-a)UbESFforsomeb$X.Since(X-a)UbcY, Yis 

an antikey, we have X-a = XII Y. Therefore, all the sets of the form X-a can be 

represented as Xfl Y, X, Y, antikeys. It shows that all the elements of S, except 

{ %} are the intersections of antikeys, i.e., (aZ1,F) satisfies the uniqueness condi- 

tion. The theorem is proved. 0 

Notice that Corollary 5.2 states exactly that (Q&F) is in BCNF iff S,- {a} is 

an independence system [l]. One of the most important examples of an in- 

dependence system is a matroid [ 11. 
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Corollary 5.9. Let S,- { 4?lj be a family of independent sets of a matroid on 4?l 
containing more than one base. Then ( %!L, F) satisfies the uniqueness condition. 

Proof. If S,- { %I is a family of independent sets of a matroid, then antikeys 

X1, a*., X, of F are exactly the bases of this matroid, t > 1. 

Consider a E Xi. According to [l], (Xi-a) U b is a base for some b E Xj, j# i. 
Since Xi-a = Xi n [(Xi - a) U b], each subset of an antikey is an intersection of an- 

tikeys and ( %?L, F) satisfies the uniqueness condition. 0 

Finishing this section, we prove that the problem to decide if F+ = FR for a given 

scheme ( %?L, F) and a relation over Q.! can be solved in polynomial time if we know 

that ( ??J, F) is in BCNF and the number of keys is bounded by a constant. A 

minimum cover of F can be found in polynomial time in 1 FI , see [44]. According 

to [52] we may construct such a minimum cover which consists of FDs 

K, + 42, . . . . K,+ 42, where K,, . . . . K, are the candidate keys. If we are given a rela- 

tion, we can decide whether R is in BCNF in polynomial time in IRI + n and also 

find its antikeys Xi, . . ..X., see Algorithm 5.6. Hence, F+=F, iff 

(K,, . . . . K,)-’ = {X, , . . . . Xt}. Here {K,, . . . . K,}-’ is the family of all antikeys cor- 

responding to the family of keys (K,, . . . , K,.}, i.e., the family of all maximal 

nonkeys. According to [50], the last equality can be checked in polynomial time in 

r. t. n if r is bounded by a constant. This proves the polynomiality of checking 

F+ = FR. If the number of tuples of a relation is bounded by a constant and a rela- 

tion is in BCNF, we can find out if FR = F’ in polynomial time too. See [27] for 

details. 

6. Relation schemes with restrictions on functional dependencies 

In this section we study the problem which was mentioned in [19] and, to our 

knowledge, has not been studied in detail yet. That is, to study the schemes ( %Y, F) 
such that 9(F) is true, where 9 is a predicate. For instance, (4.10) represents a 

predicate Y(F) = “true” iff Fz F’, F’ being a fixed family of FDs. Also, Mannila 

and Raiha [46] established some properties of the schemes in which the left-hand 

sides of all the FDs consist of one or two attributes. But we can use another 

idea as well. Many types of closures have been widely studied. Thus, each class 

of closures induces a predicate 9 such that B(F) is “true” iff C, belongs to this 

class. In this section we are going to study some types of predicates that appear 

either by means of a restriction on the left-hand sides of FDs or by letting C, 

belong to a given class of closures. The classes of closures to be studied in this 

section are the following: topological, exchange [l], antiexchange [25,35], and 

separatory [19,40]. Of course, these classes do not cover all the possibilities to in- 

troduce a predicate 9, but they demonstrate some typical results that can be ob- 

tained in this way. 
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For instance, it will be shown that some problems which are, generally speaking, 

NP-complete, become polynomial for the special classes of relation schemes. Also, 

some new results about keys, antikeys, prime attributes, normal forms, etc. can be 

obtained. Besides, for some classes we can guarantee the existence of an Armstrong 

relation whose number of tuples is polynomial in the number of attributes. 

It is important to know what the complexity of the problem of recognizing these 

properties is. This is one of the topics of paper [27], and here we pay attention most- 

ly to the structural properties of the classes of closures to be introduced, and to the 

complexity of known problems in the arising particular cases. 

Since some classes of FDs have nice properties, one can either choose schemes of 

these classes or approximate a given scheme in one of these classes. In order to solve 

the approximation problem, we need to know the structure of the set of all closures 

C, from a given class. In this paper we discuss only the problem if a given class is 

closed with respect to one of the operations described in Proposition 4.4. That is 

the most important information to find an approximation, cf. [18]. Notice that the 

approximation problem is completely solved for normal forms [18]. 

Now we are going to give the analysis of database concepts for some special 

classes of closures. We begin with topological closures. 

6.1. Topological closures and unary dependencies 

An FD is called wary if its left-hand side consists of a single element [46]. A 

closure C on Q?/ is called topological if 

C(XU Y) = C(X) U C(Y) for all X, Y c Q. 

It is almost evident that C, is topological iff there is a cover G of F consisting 

of unary dependencies. That is, 

X-+aeF’ G. 3beX: b-+aeF’. (6.1) 

It has been shown in [46] that if F consists only of unary FDs then to find a rela- 

tion R with FR = F+ (i.e., an Armstrong relation for F) requires polynomial time in 

j 421. Hence, prime attribute problem [43], 3NFTEST and BCNFTEST [3,32,46] 

can be solved in polynomial time for unary FDs while they are NP-complete in 

general. Note also that Gottlob’s problem mentioned above can be solved in 

polynomial time. 

Given a family F of FDs, C, is topological iff a minimum cover of F consists of 

unary FDs. Thus, if we are given a family F of FDs, we can check if C, is topologi- 

cal or not in time polynomial in IFI + 1~1. 
A closure C, is topological iff 

x, YES, 3 xu Ye&, (6.2) 

i.e., SF is a distributive lattice. Since S, can be embedded in P(Q), it means that 
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IM(S,)l is less than j&I, i.e., the number of tuples of a minimal Armstrong rela- 

tion is at most 1 @!LcJ. 
Theorem 3.1 and (6.1) immediately imply the following 

Proposition 6.1. Let F be a family of FDs. Then C, is topological iff 

S,=P(%)- U [a,%-b]. 
a+ bcF+ 

(6.3) 

According to [48] and (6.3), CF is topological iff SF is a distributive lattice and 

for every distributive lattice B we can find a scheme (Q, F) such that C, is 

topological and 9 = SF. 

Formula (6.3) gives rise to two matrix representations of topological closures. 

Let Fconsist of unary FDs only. Suppose without loss of generality that the right- 

hand sides of FDs of F also consist of single elements. Define two n x n (0, l)- 

matrices PF = /pF\1 and TF = II $11, i,j=l , . . . . n, 42= {al, . . . . a,} as follows: 

pi= 

-c 

1, a;+ajEF, 

0, a;+aj$F; 

t*y= 1, aje CF(ai), 

0, aj$CF(ai). 

Assume that pr= 1 for all i. Thus, every reflexive’ (0, 1)-matrix represents some 

topological closure as a matrix p. Note that some different matrices may repre- 

sent the same closure. 

Matrix TF is transitive and reflexive. It is easy to see that each transitive and 

reflexive matrix induces a topological closure with C(0) =0, and that different 

matrices induce different closures. 

Now we are going to find the relationship between PF and TF. 

Proposition 6.2. If F consists of unary FDs only, then TF is the transitive closure 
of PF. 

Proof. Let GF= l/$bbe the transitive closure of PF. Suppose &= 1. It means that 

p;,=1,p;i2=1 )...) pikj = 1 for some ai,, . . . , ai, E %f. 

Then ai + ai, E F and ai, E CF(ai). Furthermore, ai, + ai and ai E CF(ai,) c C&i), 

etc. Finally, aj E CF(ai) and tc= 1. 

Conversely, let tc= 1. Then ai + aj E F+, i.e., it can be derived by using (Fl)-(F4) 

from F. Clearly, (Fl), (F3) and (F4) do not lead us to new unary FDs. Hence, 

ai -+ aj can be derived only by (F2), i.e., there are such ai,, . . . , aik that ai -+ ai, E F, 

’ We Say that an n X fl (0, I)-matrix is reflexive (transitive) if so is the binary relation whose adjacency 

matrix is the given matrix. 
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ai,+aizEF,..., aik + ajE F. That is, pc, = 1, . . . ,pcj= 1 

GF= TF. The proposition is proved. 

and &= 1. Therefore, 

0 

In the rest of the subsection we discuss problems related to antikeys and BCNF. 

Let F consist of unary FDs. Then the antikeys {Xi, . . . , Xt} can be character- 

ized by the property that XiUXj= Q, i#j, due to (6.2) and [50]. Conversely, 

if (Xi, . . . . Xt} satisfies the above property, consider an SL generated by 

{X,, ..a, X,,0, ozd}. Clearly, it is a distributive lattice (i.e., it satisfies (6.2)) and its 

antikeys are exactly {X,, . . . . X,}. 

This fact immediately implies that if all the FDs in F are unary, (Q, F) is in 

BCNF iff it has a unique antikey X and SF = [O, X] U ( a}. 

“If” is obvious. To prove “only if” suppose there are two antikeys Xi and X,. 

Since X, UX, = 4V and (%, F) is in BCNF, for every aE 4?l we have aE SF and 

S,=P(@), i.e., it has unique antikey %!, a contradiction. Hence, (%,F) has 

unique antikey X and by Corollary 5.2, SF= [0,X] U { %!I. 

6.2. Binary dependencies 

A dependency is called binary if its left-hand side is a two-element set. A family 

of FDs is called binary if it has a cover consisting only of binary FDs. 

It was proved in [4] that there exists a binary family F of FDs on I4?L such that 

every Armstrong relation for F has at least an exponential number of tuples in 1 %I. 

Also, it was proved in [46] that the prime attribute problem remains NP-complete 

for binary FDs. 

However, in order to check if a family F of FDs is binary we only have to find 

a minimum cover G of F, because F is binary iff G consists only of binary FDs. 

Hence, this checking can be done in polynomial time. 

In order to characterize the closures CF for binary families F, recall the con- 
struction that appeared in [41]. Let C be a closure on 021. Define C,(X) = 

U (C({x, y}) 1 x, y EX). Then C is said to have a binary representation iff for every 

Xc Q there is k such that C(X)=C,k(X), and C(x)=x for all XE %. 

Proposition 6.3. A family F of FDs is binary iff C, has a binary representation. 

Proof. Let F be binary. Suppose without loss of generality that F itself consists of 

binary FDs. Suppose a E C&X). Then a can be derived as follows. At the first 

step, all the FDs from F being applied to X, we obtain X,. Then, all the FDs 

being applied to Xi, we obtain Xz, etc. Finally, aeX,. Clearly, Xi c C,(X), 

x*rc,w,),..., XkC C2(Xk_l), i.e., aeX, G C,“(X). Therefore, C has a binary 

representation. 

Conversely, let C have a binary representation. Define F as the family of all FDs 

{x, y} + a such that aE C({x, y}). Clearly, F is binary and C= C,. 0 
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There are two interesting classes of closures which are the subclasses of closures 

having a binary representation. 

Remind that SF is in fact a lattice. If F is binary, x E SF for all x E % and SF is 

atomistic [28], that is, every element of SF is the join of atoms. An atomistic SF 

(i.e., x E SF, Vx E %) is called biatomic [6] if a E C,(XU Y) implies that there are 

XE C&f), y E C,(Y) such that a E C,({x, y}). (We modified the definition from [6] 

for our purposes.) Clearly, if SF is biatomic, C, has a binary representation (cf. 

[41]). It also can be easily seen that to check if SF is biatomic requires polynomial 

time. 

The other example is the following. Suppose C, satisfies the properties: C,(X) = 

u (CF({X,Y]) IXLY~X) and C,(x) =x for all XE %?J. Clearly, C, has a binary 

representation, and SF is biatomic. Moreover, the full characterization of SF can be 

given. In fact, it follows from [38] that C, satisfies the above property iff SF is 

atomistic and 2-distributive (remind, that a lattice (L?, V, A> is called n-distributive 

[28,30] iff Vx, ye, . . . , _Y~ E .LP: xr\V~=, yi = VT=0 (xAV~+~ yi)). It also can be shown 

that the recognizing 2-distributivity requires polynomial time. 

6.3. Exchange closures 

The closures satisfying the exchange property were widely studied because they 

give one of the equivalent descriptions of matroids [l]. Remind, that C satisfies the 

exchange property (or it is an exchange closure for short) if 

(x,y$C(A), xeC(AUy)) =, (y~C@lUx)) VAc %Y, Vx,yeGY. (6.4) 

A pair (%!, C), where C is an exchange closure on %!, is called a matroid. Note 

that there are many equivalent definitions of matroids [ 11. 

In this subsection SF is considered as a lattice. The lattices SF for closures C, 

satisfying (6.4) are exactly finite atomistic semimodular lattices [l]. These lattices 

are known to have complements. 

Before presenting the properties of exchange closures, we prove one useful lemma 

about complemented lattices SF. 

Lemma 6.4. Let F be a family of FDs such that S, is a complemented lattice. Then 
the set %VP of prime attributes is a- C,(o). 

Proof. If SF is complemented, then the intersection of coatoms of SF is the in- 

tersection of all the elements of SF [33], i.e., C,(O). Since coatoms of SF are an- 

tikeys [SO], and the intersection of antikeys is the set of nonprime attributes [20,23], 

the set of prime attributes is %- C,(O). 0 

Proposition 6.5. Let F be a family of FDs such that S, is a complemented lattice. 
Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) (Q&F) is in 2NF; 
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(2) (S?&F) is in 3NF; 
(3) C,(0) = 0. 

Proof. If C,(0) = 0 then %ZP = %?/ and ( %!, F) is in 3NF (and in 2NF) by Theorem 

5.1. Let C,(0) =X# 0. Suppose ( %, F) is in 2NF. Then X is a prime set and by 

Theorem 5.1, 0 = (%- C,(O)) fl C,(0) = G!lp fl XE SF, a contradiction. Hence, 

( %?.!, F) is neither in 2NF nor in 3NF. The proposition is proved. 0 

Corollary 6.6. Let F be a family of FDs such that C, is an exchange closure. Then 
the folio wing are equivalent: 

(1) (%,F) is in 2NF; 
(2) (%,F) is in 3NF; 
(3) C,(0) = 0. 

In order to characterize BCNF for exchange closures we need some new concepts. 

If C, is exchange, then candidate keys are called the bases of a matroid (cf. [l]). 

Since the characterization of bases is well known, it gives another characterization 

of families of FDs generating exchange closures. Antikeys are called copoints for 

exchange closures [ 11. 

Let 1 %I = n. Consider the following closure C,k [17], where ks n: 

C,k(X) = c x, IXIIk, 
4v, IXI>k. 

C,k is called a uniform (or a k-uniform closure). C,k is the exchange closure whose 

antikeys are the sets of cardinality k and candidate keys are the sets of cardinality 

k+ 1 [17]. If k= r&21 then there are ([,$,) meet-irreducible elements in the SL of 

closed sets. Hence, if we are given a family F of FDs generating an exchange closure 

C,, the minimal size of an Armstrong relation for F may be exponential in I %I. 

Now we can characterize BCNF for exchange closures. 

Proposition 6.1. Let F be a family of FDs such that C, is an exchange closure. 
Then ( 4Y, F) is in BCNF iff C, is a uniform closure. 

Proof. Clearly, if C,= C,k then ( %!, F) is in BCNF. Conversely, let I %I = n, C, be 

an exchange closure and ( %, F) be in BCNF. Let X be an antikey, X= {a,, . . . , a,}. 
Since 0 is an independent set and C,(0) = 0 by Theorem 5.1(3), { aI} is independent 

by [1,6.3]. If {aI ,... ,as_l} is independent, then CF<{a,,...,as_,})={al , . . ..aspl} 
and again by [1,6.3], {aI ,..., a,) is independent. Hence, X is independent, and so 

are the sets XU a, a$X. C,(XUa)= 4!/ because X is an antikey. Since every in- 

dependent set can be extended to a base, for some a $X, XU a is a base. If for b $X, 
XU b is not a base, there is a base YcXU b, and I YJ # IXUal, a contradiction. 

Hence, all the sets XU a, at$X, are bases, i.e., candidate keys of ( Q,!, F). Now 
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let there be two antikeys Xi and X2 with IX, / # IX,l. Then for some a@Xi and 

b $ X,, X, U a and X, U b are two bases of a matroid having different cardinalities, 

a contradiction. Hence all the antikeys have the same cardinality k. 
Let X be an antikey, 1x1 = k. Since only antikeys are meet-irreducible elements 

of S, because they are copoints [l], for every (2 E X there is an antikey X’ such that 

X-a=XnX’. Clearly, X’=(X-a)Ub for some beX. If x6X, x#b then 

(X- a) U { b,x} is a candidate key. 

Consider X”=(X-a)Ux. If C,(X”)#X” then C&X”)= Y# Q/ since X” is a 

proper subset of a candidate key and 1 YI > k, a contradiction. Hence X” E S, and 

X n is an antikey. Therefore, given an antikey X, a E X and x$X, (X- a) U x is again 

an antikey. It shows that all the sets of cardinality k are the antikeys. Hence, 

C,= C,k is a uniform closure. The proposition is proved. 0 

Mannila and Raiha [46] introduced the concept of nonredundant set. A set XC @ 

is called nonredundant if Y+XEF+ for no proper subset YCX. Clearly, X is 

nonredundant iff X-a + X fails in F+ for all a E X, that is, a $ C,(X- a). If C, is 

an exchange closure, this is the definition of an independent set of a matroid. 

Hence, C, is exchange iff for two nonredundant sets X and Y, 1x1 > I Yi, there is 

a E X- Y such that Y U a is nonredundant [ 11. 

It was proved in [46] that F is in BCNF iff every meet-irreducible element of S, 

is nonredundant. A matroid is called uniform iff it is induced by a uniform closure. 

Combining the above result and Proposition 6.6, we obtain 

Corollary 6.8. A matroid is uniform i’f every copoint is independent. 

6.4. Antiexchange closures 

A closure is said to satisfy the antiexchange property (or to be antiexchange) 

[24,25,31,35] if 

(x,y@C(A), xeC(AUy)) * (y$C(AUx)) VAc %, Vx,y~ a. 

Let Xc a. A subset Y c X is called a minimal key of X (w.r.t. a family F of FDs) 

if C,(Y) = C,(X) and Y is a minimal set with this property. 

Proposition 6.9 [24,25]. Let F be a family of FDs. Then C, is antiexchange iff 
every Xc Q/ has a unique minimal key. 

Notice that a minimal key of @ is a candidate key. Hence, if C, is antiexchange, 

it has a unique candidate key. According to [24,25], this candidate key K can be 

found as follows: a E K iff a $ C,( %- a). Hence, keys (and prime attributes) can 

be found in polynomial time if we are given a relation scheme. 

Consider the following example. Let a~ W. Suppose S= {XC Q 1 aeX} U 
{Xc % 1 a@X, 1x15 k} U { a}. Clearly S is an SL and according to [24,25], Cs is 
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antiexchange. Therefore, the minimal size of the Armstrong relation for an anti- 

exchange closure may be exponential because IM(S)l> (n;1), where n = 1 %!I. 

Finally, notice that {ex&X) -*XI XES,} is a cover of F if C, is antiexchange, 

where ex,(X) = {a E X 1 a $ C&X- a)}. 

6.5. Separatory closures 

The concept of separatory SSL appeared in [40] in order to study the separation 

properties of SLs.* For our purposes, we will call an SL S c P( %) separatory if 

P(a)-S is also an SL, i.e., if it is closed under intersection. 

A closure C on %Y is called separatory if Sc is a separatory SL. 

Proposition 6.10. Let F be a family of FDs. Then C, is separatory iff F has a 
coveroftype{Xi+aiIi=l,...,p}, whereX,cX2G...cXp. 

Proof. According to [40], an SL SC P(e), { %Y} ES is separatory iff it can be 

represented as 

S=P(~)- e [Xi, ~-aj], (6.5) 
i=l 

where Xr c ... C_ Xp. Now the proposition follows from (3.1) and (6.5). 0 

Corollary 6.11. Let F be a family of FDs such that C, is separatory. Then every 
nonredundant cover of F contains at most (n - l)n* FDs. 

Proof. According to Proposition 6.10, F has a cover containing at most n* FDs. 

Hence, by [26], every nonredundant cover contains at most (n - l)n* FDs. 0 

Similarly to the topological closures, separatory closures have a matrix represen- 

tation. Let %= {al, . . . , a,}. Given a closure C, define an n x n (0, 1)-matrix PC= 
IIpiII as follows: 

pg= { 

1, %!d- (U+zj> ESC, 
0, %?+{a;,aj}es,. (6.6) 

Given an n x n (0, 1)-matrix P = IlpJ, define Cp : P( 4Y) + P( %Y) as follows: 

n (@-{ai,aj}, ai,aj$X, pg=l), if such a;, aj exist, (6 7) 

otherwise. 

An n x n matrix A = l]aiill is called absolutely determined if every submatrix of A 

has a saddle point, i.e., min maxA’=max min A’ for any submatrix A’ [29]. 

* Note that these properties had been studied earlier by Jamison [31]. 
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Proposition 6.12 [29]. The mappings (6.6) and (6.7) establish one-to-one mutually 
inverse correspondences between the families of separatory closures on 4V and n x n 
(0,l) absolutely determined symmetrical matrices, where n = 1 %I. 

Using this matrix representation, we obtain two results. 

First notice that according to [40] every closure is a meet (in the sense of operation 

(4.6)) of separatory closures. Hence, it is interesting to know how many separatory 

closures exist. 

Recall that a(n) is the number of all closures on %!, / 4~ = n, satisfying C(0) = 0. 

Let /I(n) stand for the number of all separatory closures on %. Clearly, P(n) is the 

number of n x n (0,l) absolutely determined symmetrical matrices. According to 

[29], P(n) is the number of n x n (41) symmetrical matrices which can be reduced 

to Joung’s form by some permutations of rows and columns. And this fact implies 

(we omit the calculations) 

Proposition 6.13. (2,“)~p(n)~2”~n!-2n~n!+2”+‘-2. 

Using cr(n)r2(r&) and Stirling’s formula, we obtain 

Corollary 6.14. lim,, m P(n)/a(n) = 0. 

The other corollary of Proposition 6.12 is that the problem of recognizing 

F+ = FR can be solved in polynomial time if we know that C, is separatory. Given 

a relation R, M(S,) can be found in polynomial time in the number of tuples and 

attributes of R [21,22]. If C, is separatory, all the elements of M(S,) have car- 

dinality n - 2, n - 1 or n, see (6.7). Hence, they also can be found in polynomial time 

in 1Fl. Since F+ = FR iff M(S,) = M(S,), the first equality can be checked in poly- 

nomial time. 

Notice also that since all the irreducible elements have cardinality n, n - 1 or n - 2, 

one can always find an Armstrong relation for a separatory closure containing at 

most 1 + (n + 1)2/4 tuples. 

Finishing this subsection we show that for separatory closures 3NF implies 

BCNF, and that every separatory closure has a unique minimal key. 

Proposition 6.15. Let F be a family of FDs such that C, is separatory. Then 
( %, F) is in 3NF iff it is in BCNF. 

Proof. Let (%,F) be in 3NF. We have to prove that it is in BCNF. Suppose 

without loss of generality %={al,...,a,}, W-ai~Sr iff ilk. 
According to (6.7), W- ai, is k are exactly coatoms of S,, i.e., antikeys. Hence, 

{ak+i, . . . . a,) is the set of nonprime attributes. According to Theorem 5.1, 

W-{ai,aj}ESFforalli<kandallj,i.e., S,= Uf= 1 [0, W- a;] U { %}. Therefore, 

(%,F) is in BCNF. 0 
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Corollary 6.16. If C is a separatory closure, it has a unique candidate key K which 
can be found as follows: aeK iff a$C(%-a). 

Proof. Use the designations of the previous corollary. Let %VP = {a,, . . . , ak} be the 

set of prime attributes. Since sP - ai G W- aj E SC, C( %YP - ai) # %. Hence, @YP is 

a unique candidate key. Clearly, a;$ C( ozl- a;) iff is k. 0 

Remarks. (1) The concept of a separatory sublattice had been introduced as well. 

It can be used if we study topological closures represented as distributive lattices. 

See [37] for details. 

(2) We have shown that the closures of two types have a unique candidate key 

which can be found as follows: a E K iff a $ C( 4Y - a), In fact, a closure has a unique 

candidate key iff K thus constructed is a key. See [lo]. 

We finish the section by the propositions summing up all the results about subsets 

of Cl, generated by closures considered above. Let TC,, Bi,, Ex,, AEx,, Sep, be 

the family of topological (having binary representation, exchange, antiexchange, 

separatory) closures in Cl,. 

Proposition 6.17. (1) TC, and Bi, are closed under A but not under V. 

(2) Ex, and AEx, are closed under v but not under A. 
(3) Sep, is closed under neither v nor A. 

Proof. (1) Let C,, C, E TC,. Then Ci = C,, C, = C,, where F, and F, consist only 

of unary FDs. According to (3.1), C,/\C, = C,,~,,ETC,. Analogously Ci, C2e Bi, 

implies C,K’, E Bi,. The contraexamples related to the operation v can be easily 

constructed for both cases. 

(2) See [l] for Ex, and [24,25] for AEx,. 

(3) See [40]. 0 

Let 2NF,, 3NF,, BCNF, G Cl, be the families of closures induced by schemes in 

2NF, 3NF and BCNF respectively. 

Proposition 6.18 [18]. (1) Neither 2NF,, nor 3NF,, is closed under v or A in Cl,. 

(2) BCNF, is a distributive sublattice of Cl,. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper the lattice theoretic approach to the analysis of functional depend- 

encies in relational databases has been developed. We have proposed to use semi- 

lattices rather than closure operations. The use of semilattice description is formally 

equivalent to that of closures but sometimes it is more convenient because of the 
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simplicity of the representation of a semilattice of closed sets by functional 

dependencies. 

The partially ordered set of closures on a set of attributes was studied in [l l] as 

a model of changing databases. The semilattice representation having been used, we 

proved that this partially ordered set is a lattice and characterized it. This charac- 

terization gives rise to some application which might be useful for practical pur- 

poses. For instance, some ways to construct arbitrary families of functional 

dependencies from given families were proposed. 

We have given a new lattice theoretic characterization of normal form relation 

schemes. Using this characterization we showed some applications. First, we proved 

that recognizing relation schemes in third and Boyce-Codd normal forms can be 

done in polynomial time if we are given a relation instead of a relation scheme. We 

also have given a new characterization of schemes which are unambiguously deter- 

mined by their keys as BCNF schemes satisfying an additional condition. 

In the last section of the paper we have been studying the relation schemes satisfy- 

ing some special conditions providing the closures to belong to a given class of 

closures. On this way relationships between functional dependencies and various ob- 

jects having lattice representation (such as distributive lattices, matroids [l], anti- 

matroids or convex geometries [24,25,35], separatory subsemilattices [40]) have 

been found. 

In the rest of the section we are going to outline some problems to be solved. First, 

notice that all the results related either to the representation of S, (3.1) or to the 

lattice Cl, can be interpreted for functional dependencies. 

Second, third and Boyce-Codd normal forms are the main and the oldest ex- 

amples of normal forms. It seems to be quite interesting to obtain a lattice theoretic 

characterization of other normal forms, because it may be useful, for instance in 

order to prove the results about complexity. Now the characterization of object nor- 

mal form introduced by Biskup [9] is also known and the characterization gives rise 

to a polynomial algorithm for recognizing this normal form, see [lo]. 

We noticed in the paper that S, is, generally speaking, a lattice whose operations 

A and v can be expressed as XA Y = Xtl Y, XV Y = C,(XU Y). However, S, was 

not investigated as being a lattice formerly. On this way we can make use of well- 

developed lattice theory more profoundly. The closures corresponding to dis- 

tributive, 2-distributive [30,38], geometric [1,28], biatomic [6] lattices were studied 

in Section 6. 

The last mentioned class of lattices is a generalization of the so-called convexity 
lattices [7]. In turn, convexity lattices were introduced to generalize the lattices of 

convex sets. Consider one of the most important examples of a finite convexity 

lattice. Let f@= {a,, . . . . a,} andF={{ai,aj}~akI1si<k<jln}. ThenS,isthe 

so-called lattice Co(n) [6,7]. It is in fact the lattice of points and segments of n 

collinear points in a vector space. 

It was mentioned in [7] that many geometric concepts have interpretation in con- 

vexity lattices. This idea was particularly developed in [39,42]. Thus the use of finite 
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convexity lattices allows us to interpret some geometric concepts for functional 

dependencies. Notice that the idea to attract geometry to database theory was also 

proposed in [5 11. 

One of the most important constructions in lattice theory is the direct product. 

In [17] the concepts of direct product and decomposition of closures were intro- 

duced. However, there is no one-to-one correspondence between direct product 

decompositions of S, regarded as a lattice and those of C,. Knowing the structure 

of direct product decompositions of S, seems to be useful because it might simplify 

the algorithms of derivation of FDs if we know a decomposition of S,. 

We plan to dedicate further research to the problems mentioned above. 
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